Newsflash

Electro-Voice X-Line Advance Install delivers big sound
in an installation-friendly package
• X1i and X2i installation-dedicated line-array loudspeakers deliver higher
performance than previously possible from cabinets of this size
• Simplified, cost-effective rigging and multiple models for indoor and outdoor
applications
• Optimized results when used with Dynacord IPX or TGX amplifiers
Burnsville, MN (September 2019) – With the launch of X-Line Advance Install
loudspeakers, Electro-Voice offers consultants, integrators and installers big
sound, precise coverage and proven reliability in an elegant and easy-to-use
package. Based on the X-Line Advance series for live-sound applications,
these new models incorporate the same EV-engineered transducers,
crossovers and patented waveguide components.
The X-Line Advance Install consists of X2i-212 and X1i-212 12” two-way line
array elements which are available with 90° and 120° horizontal coverage
patterns, in black or white finishes, and in indoor or fully weatherized IP55
fiberglass versions. These compact and highly efficient two-way designs
outperform many larger and heavier three-way systems, providing high SPL
capability, extended high frequency response and linear low frequency
extension. The X12i-128 double 18” subwoofer is available in black or white
and in indoor or weatherized versions.
X-Line Advance Install shares multiple components and features with the livesound series, all proven at the highest level of touring and event production.
These include EV-engineered compression drivers and woofers coupled with
the patented Advanced Pin Diffraction Hydra plane wave generator, for
controlled and extended HF performance for the highest intelligibility. The
unique Mid-band Hydra ensures tight midrange polar pattern control that
results in improved acoustic coupling. X-Line Advance Install cabinets can also
be hung in symmetrical arrays to achieve optimal sound imaging.
The X2i-212, X1i-212, and X12i-128 each come equipped with four M10 rigging
points on each side; aluminum rigging kits are available for each two-way
model. The black or white color choices, compact form factors and logo-free
grilles give the cabinets an understated look that blends in easily with their
architectural environment.

By combining X-Line Advance Install cabinets with the award-winning
Dynacord IPX and TGX amplifiers and the new SONICUE sound system
software, specifiers can deliver the network infrastructure and complete back
end of a large-venue audio system with Dante audio transport and AES 70compliant control.
X-Line Advance Install models will be available in February 2020.
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